May 13, 2021

155 organizations endorse “Demilitarizing Local Law Enforcement Act of 2021” to end the 1033 Program

Dear Honorable Members of the U.S. House of Representatives,

On behalf of the undersigned organizations, we write to express our strong support for Rep. Velazquez’s bill, “Demilitarizing Local Law Enforcement Act of 2021” to end the U.S. Department of Defense’s 1033 Program. We ask that you co-sponsor this legislation.

The 1033 Program has contributed to a military-style police culture and has endangered countless lives, particularly in communities of color. Items received through the 1033 Program commonly include equipment such as armored vehicles, rifles, and aircraft.¹ Since its inception in the 1990s, the 1033 Program has facilitated the transfer of more than $7.4 billion worth of equipment from the U.S. Department of Defense to state, local and tribal law enforcement agencies.²

The 1033 Program has caused immeasurable harm in communities across America. Data has shown that the increased transfer of equipment through the 1033 Program increases the number of police killings in communities, particularly in the context of SWAT drug raids.³ Moreover, studies have shown that militarized police units are more often deployed in Black communities, even after controlling for local crime rates, and this further damages police-community relations.⁴ Through the use of hyper-aggressive tools and military strategies facilitated by the 1033 Program, communities of color, which have disproportionately borne the brunt of the war on drugs, face an increased risk of violence from police. It is important to highlight that the U.S. Department of Defense does not provide any training to law enforcement agencies who receive controlled equipment from this program. Instead, it is up to individual law enforcement

⁴ Jonathan Mummolo, Militarization fails to enhance police safety or reduce crime but may harm police reputation, September 11, 2018, https://www.pnas.org/content/115/37/9181.
agencies to create their own training. Consequently, communities have little to no protection from law enforcement's misuse of this equipment.

While militarized police forces grew out of the drug war, militarization is a common staple of policing today. The 1033 Program, specifically, has contributed to the rise of the warrior cop mentality against Black and Brown communities. It has paved the way for militarized police responses to protests against police violence, like we witnessed in the summer of 2014 in Ferguson, Missouri when people protesting the killing of Michael Brown at the hands of a police officer were met with law enforcement equipped with tank-like vehicles and riot gear. This past summer, as mourners and protestors gathered in cities across the country to demand justice for George Floyd and other victims of police violence, at least 17 mine-resistant vehicles (MRAPs) obtained through the 1033 Program were deployed by police departments around the country. In Salt Lake City, an elderly man with a cane was knocked down by a police officer who had emerged from a MRAP, while in Philadelphia, officers in MRAPs threw tear gas at protestors. Disturbingly, about 1,100 MRAPs have been distributed to law enforcement under the 1033 Program.

What’s more, the 1033 Program has been notoriously mismanaged through the years. For example, in 2017, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) created a fictitious police department and was able to secure $1.2 million worth of military equipment through the 1033 Program, including night-vision goggles, simulated rifles, and simulated pipe bombs, which could be modified into potentially lethal items. GAO found a routine lack of identity verification during transfers and that the program was lacking rigorous fraud risk assessments. In other words, there was no centralized system for monitoring where this equipment went and how it was used.

It is our assessment that the 1033 Program is irreparable and should be abolished, especially in light of the fact that past attempts to reform the program were ineffective.

---


7 Andrew W. Lehren, *Floyd protests renew debate about police use of armored vehicles, other military gear*.


As for non-military equipment that is made available through 1033, such as microwaves and filing cabinets, Congress should consider transferring those items through a new agency and program that makes this equipment available to community organizations and stakeholders beyond law enforcement.

To co-sponsor, please contact Jonathan Martinez (Rep. Velazquez) at jonathan.martinez@mail.house.gov. If you have any questions or would like to discuss this letter, please reach out to Maritza Perez (Drug Policy Alliance) at mperez@drugpolicy.org, Sakira Cook (The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights) at cook@civilrights.org, or Yasmine Taeb at yasminetaeb@gmail.com. 

Sincerely,
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